Project Books
#7079

American Quilts
48 Classic quilt block designs shown in full color. Popular patterns
include Pinwheel, Shadowbox, Tumbling Blocks, Wedding Ring, House,
Drunkards Path, Bear Paws and more.

#7129

Stained Glass Boxes Simplified
New revised edition of J. Floyd’s ‘Box Class in a Book’. Step-by-step
instruction to make building stained glass boxes fun and easy!

#7092

The Dance of Life
Although a dance disappears when it is finished, some performances are
so memorable that the dancer is never forgotten. The author captures
these moments in her 19 evocative glass panels. Crafters will have fun
recreating the ballet, the waltz, the cha cha, a pas de deux or scenes from
a dance class, as well as many other historical and contemporary dance
styles from around the globe.

#7161

Water Works
Bring the soothing sound of gently running water into your home! For
“Feng Shui” devotees, water fountains can energize your wealth corner!
Full size patterns and detailed instructions for building ten unique stained
glass fountains, both table top and wall mounted.!

#7194

Beginning Patterns
40 great designs for beginners and students. Full-size patterns of flowers,
birds, contemporary & victorian panels up to 10” x 16” shown in color.

#7209

Beginning Patterns II
Second in a series of full size 10” x 16” patterns for the beginning glass
crafter! 20 primarily geometric patterns designed for lead came and 20
patterns of wildlife, florals and traditional designs for copper foil panels.

#7211

Candle Rings And Complementary Box Lanterns
Bring a cozy glow to your home with candle rings and matching box
lanterns lit with candles. Nine design themes include Lily, Calla Lily,
Tulip and Bay Leaf. Each project shown in full color with instructions.

#7599

Sensational Jewelry In Glass
Classy copper foiled necklace medallions and matching earrings. 15
design motifs include Hummingbird, Butterfly, Leaf, Nautilus, Hibiscus
and more! Instructions for hanging with beaded chain and wire knitting.

#7638

Cozy Corners
17 pretty corner designs from flowers to angels for any doorway or
corner in your home. Slide in new corners for holidays or to change your
decor!

#7744

Window Enhancements I
Clear the cobwebs from your window corners and add these colorful
accents! Fourteen pairs of triangular corners approx. 7” x 9” will
brighten the view out of any window. Each shown in full color with
instructions for mounting

#7746

Beyond Beginnings
40 full-size patterns up to 10” x 16” for intermediate crafters to further
develop their skills. An eclectic mix of traditional and stylized forms
and geometrics, that lend themselves to the wide array of glass available
today. Each shown in full color.

#7868

Stained Glass Wall Mirrors
A mirror can make a statement in a room, especially when it is made of
beautiful stained glass! Design motifs include rectangle, round and oval
shapes. Tips for working with mirror glass are also included.

#7893

Time For Glass
It’s always Time For Glass! Two books in one featuring 11 fun projects
that can be made with fused glass or as traditional stained glass pieces.
They are created with only a few pieces of glass, making these clocks
easy to create..
Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!
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